Networks of molecular interactions explain complex biological processes, and all known information on molecular events is contained in a number of public repositories including the scientific literature. Metabolic and signalling pathways are often viewed separately, even though both types are composed of interactions involving proteins and other chemical entities. It is necessary to be able to combine data from all available resources to judge the functionality, complexity and completeness of any given network overall, but especially the full integration of relevant information from the scientific literature is still an ongoing and complex task. Currently, the text-mining research community is steadily moving towards processing the full body of the scientific literature by making use of rich linguistic features such as full text parsing, to extract biological interactions. The next step will be to combine these with information from scientific databases to support hypothesis generation for the discovery of new knowledge and the extension of biological networks. The generation of comprehensive networks requires technologies such as entity grounding, coordination resolution and co-reference resolution, which are not fully solved and are required to further improve the quality of results. Here, we analyse the state of the art for the extraction of network information from the scientific literature and the evaluation of extraction methods against reference corpora, discuss challenges involved and identify directions for future research.
INTRODUCTION
A biological network is represented in a graph structure composed of nodes that denote biomolecules and edges between the nodes representing the interactions or reactions between the biomolecules. Network representations serve many purposes in bioinformatics, and most importantly, networks are used to judge the functional behaviour of interaction networks on the molecular level. Network representations are used to simulate, analyse and visualize the responses of protein interaction networks, metabolic pathways, specific synapses and even whole systems such as an organ, e.g. the liver or the brain. Studying the topological structure and the functional responses of such systems aims to reveal yet undiscovered mechanisms that could explain or improve specific Chen Li works at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI). He is interested in biomedical text mining by using machine learning and natural language processing methods. In the past, he also contributed to Systems Biology community by participating the development of public services. Maria Liakata has been recently appointed to the position of Assistant Professor at the Department of Computer Science, University of Warwick, UK. She holds a Leverhulme Trust Early Career Research Fellow and is a visiting researcher at EMBL-EBI. Her work has contributed to advances in knowledge discovery from corpora, automation of scientific experimentation and automatic extraction of information from the scientific literature. Dietrich Rebholz-Schuhmann holds a master in medicine and computer science. He is visiting Research Group Leader at the EBI, where he established several world-class biomedical text-mining services. Currently he pursues research in multilingual biomedical semantic resources at the University of Zuerich, and manages the Journal of biomedical semantics. unfavourable health conditions. In particular, the networks of signalling and metabolic pathways are at the focus of on-going research to explore the causes of disease, and increasingly these different types are investigated jointly for reconciling the outcomes from regulatory or metabolic mechanisms. These developments are part of the research in Systems Biology, which aims to build large-scale networks of complete living systems.
Following the increasing interest in biomedical networks and their availability in electronic form, many public repositories were created for hosting such network data [1] [2] [3] . The electronic representation of a network can serve several purposes: not only does it provide a visual representation of a biological system but, at the same time, qualitative models can help interpret experimental data, help predict reactions between entities, even be used in functional genomics to help infer new gene functions [4] . Biological models can also be used to simulate processes according to quantitative information that has been attributed to the interaction between particular entities. Qualitative models are encoded usually in some logical formalism such as Prolog, whereas quantitative models are usually encoded according to standards such as the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [5] , CellML [6] and BioPAX [7] , and then kept in special repositories [8, 9] . Data population of the repositories, especially open platforms like WikiPathways [10] and BioModels Database [8, 11] , are community-driven efforts, as the creation and encoding of the networks require significant contributions from domain experts within the research community. This process is time consuming, especially if the demands on the data quality and reusability are high, and would profit from computer-assisted support enabling better and faster curation of the data and semantic integration with other data resources [12] .
The latest developments in natural language processing (NLP) and the integration of biomedical semantics lead the way to support manual curation, semi-automated curation and semantic enrichment of biological networks [13] . Advances in text mining (TM) provide significant benefit to the on-going study of biological networks, ranging from molecular biology [14, 15] to systems biology [16] . In this article, we distinguish analyses concerning complete biological networks from those related to individual biological events or sets of events only, i.e. we focus on advances in TM that pave the way to automated extraction of complete networks. Furthermore, we emphasize the conditions that TM has to fulfil to be able to identify and distinguish between different types of networks, such as signalling pathways versus metabolic pathways. Apart from presenting existing methods for network extraction and resources available, the review will discuss remaining challenges or problems mainly linked to coreference resolution, identification or inference of the outcome of events, hidden relations between entities, and event interconnections.
BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS AND TEXT MINING
The term biological network may be used to refer to various aggregations of the relations between biomolecules, diseases or phenotypes, etc. In this article, we define a biological network as a directed graph consisting of consecutive interactions between biomolecules, such as proteins, genes and chemical substances. This definition includes signalling pathways, metabolic pathways and regulatory networks.
In the era of 'omics' data, the desired outcome of many interdisciplinary studies in biology is the combination of semantic resources and high throughput data to produce reliable biological networks. Progress in the field of biological TM supports the extraction of such networks automatically from the literature [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This process of network extraction is complex, and the implementation of a given system may vary (e.g. entity normalization may happen after relation/event extraction). We can distinguish six phases in a typical process as illustrated in the pyramid structure of Figure 1 . First, biological entities and concepts are tagged in the text; this corresponds to Entity mentions. In the Entity normalization step, the entity mentions are disambiguated and linked to entries in biological databases or ontologies. Relation extraction is the next processing step, which aims to detect biological relationships between any recognized entities (e.g. 'inhibit', 'bind', etc). The following stage, event extraction, is used to identify the directionality (i.e. which are the agents and which are the targets) and the polarity (i.e. the positive or negative effect of a biochemical reaction. e.g. up-regulation and down-regulation) of a biological interaction and further qualifies any given relation as a biological event. Network extraction is the step of interconnecting all entities through all possible events, so as to better understand and predict the response for complete biological phenomena from the network, such as the initiation of cell growth as the response to an extracellular signal from ligand binding. Such a network can be modelled as a set of molecular interactions that induce binary signals (on/off) and can be encoded in a logical model. Quantitative modelling requires the extraction of quantitative parameters for a given biological network, which give specific details on individual reactions. These parameters include mass and concentration of reactants and products, reaction time etc. These parameters are relevant for simulating fine-grained biological phenomena and provide a much better insight into how biological systems function. Although the tasks at the top of the pyramid are challenging, they are required to help deliver information for the simulation of complex biological systems.
The level of maturity of the various TM technologies required to address the above processing steps differs significantly. Current TM research has focused on the first four steps of the pyramid with attempts at network extraction. Named entity recognition (NER) is well established as a mature technology in the TM research domain. Selected entity mention solutions recognize entities at a minimum of 80% balanced F-score and even better [22] , although the quality of the gold standard corpus can lead to a bias in the evaluation, and cross-corpus [23] or cross-tagger evaluation can lead to variable results. There is also great differentiation between recognition performance for different types of entities, with genes and proteins having the highest recognition rates. Relation extraction and event extraction are currently the TM tasks that receive the most attention in the biological TM research community. Organized shared tasks and challenges addressing these tasks [15, 24] have gained a lot of prominence in the research community, and their corpora and performances set the standard for research in this area. However, the focus in the challenges resides solely with the identification of relations and events between proteins as opposed to relations involving other molecules, such as chemical entities. Meanwhile, researchers have stepped up their efforts on automated [17] or semi-automated [18] network extraction, and, at the same time, little effort has been spent on the extraction of quantitative models from the literature. KiPar [25] , KID [26] and KIND [27] are rule-based systems for extracting quantitative information from text. Nonetheless, adding quantitative information to biological networks is complex and challenging, as this information is often not available in the text itself but hidden in graphs and tables. The recently announced BioNLP'13 [28] shows promise in that it is the first time systems will be asked to tackle pathway curation as a task, thus investigating current TM capability for automatic pathway extraction.
On occasions, the term relation is used as a synonym for an event. Ananiadou et al. [16] distinguish a relation from an event in the following way. Six phases of TM for network extraction. As we advance from identifying entities to creating a quantitative model of a reaction network, the TM technology required becomes increasingly more complicated. But it is closer to its initial mission, assisting the analysis of biological systems. Each step relies on the lower level process, and even the further low level, e.g. quantitative model extraction relies on network extraction and entity recognition etc. Relation and event extraction could happen without entity normalization, but the latter is necessary for event interconnection to allow network extraction. Current TM research has reached event extraction and had attempts in network extraction.
A relation expresses the existence of an interaction between a pair of entities. For example, in 'calcium ions penetrate the site and trigger VAMP, syntaxin and SNAP-25 to bind together in a lock and key fashion' [29] , each binary binding among VAMP, syntaxin and SNAP-25 is the relation between a pair, whereas the formation of the complex composed of three bindings is a biological event. Therefore, an event represents a functionally complete behaviour of biomolecules, which may include several relations. Furthermore, an event may have attributes, which further characterize the relations, such as the directionality of protein binding and the polarity of regulation. An event requires the identification of more complex information than a relation, as it represents a comprehensive biochemical reaction involving different entities. Therefore, it should also include information about the outcome of a reaction (refer section 'Event interconnection'). To characterize an event fully, one needs to be able to capture various aspects of the scientific discourse, such as whether an event is hypothesized or the outcome of a study, or the level of certainty of the event [30, 31] . This review will also discuss a relation or an event that may span across several sentences or exceed the confine of bigger text units.
Even without considering quantitative information, the concept of a network is greater than that of a bag of events. Disregarding the issue of redundancy between events, the sequence of the reactions/events plays an important role in deciding its molecular role in a regulatory mechanism under specific conditions. Under certain circumstances, a network may be topologically and quantitatively dynamic. For example, when other cellular gradients influence a metabolic pathway, the pathway may change over time. These challenges make network extraction conceptually and technologically much more complicated than extracting a bag of events (refer section 'Event interconnection'). However, even obtaining a bag of unique events where coreference between entities and entity mentions have been resolved is far from trivial.
Signalling pathways and metabolic pathways pose different challenges to TM event extraction, as signalling pathways are mainly composed of binary protein-protein interactions (PPI) whereas metabolic pathways consist of chemical-protein interactions (CPI). Both networks are often studied independently, although they might be coupled in order to model similar processes at different levels of a functional hierarchy, e.g. insulin signal transduction pathway and regulation of blood glucose.
Signalling pathways
A signalling pathway is a series of PPI that transmit signals into a cell. This mechanism is invoked when an extracellular molecule activates a cell surface receptor protein, usually by binding to a receptor's site. A signalling pathway mainly involves the processes of protein binding, phosphorylation and localization. There are three main challenges in the automated extraction of signalling pathways (Figure 2) .
The first major issue is that only a subset of all interacting entities is directly reported in the scientific literature and in particular as a relation between entities within the same sentence [34] . Some of the entities and events are explained in detail in consecutive sentences, where references to previously mentioned entities are made through coreference mentions (Point 1 in Figure 2 ). Coreference resolution in the scientific literature is still a complex problem and will be discussed in section 'The role of coreference resolution and discourse'. There are also cases where the entities that are the products of reactions are not directly mentioned in the text. In Figure 2 , Decorin_EGFR is a multi-protein complex, which is the product of the event, 'Decorin . . . bind to and activate EGFR . . .'. The product of the event is inferred, but it is referred to later in the text, often using referential metonymy. For example, a protein name may be used to refer to an entire protein complex, which includes the protein, where the complex has been implied as the product of previous reactions. Such is the case in Point 2 in Figure 2 , where EGFR in the sentence, 'it binds activated EGFR via an SH2 domain', actually represents the multi-protein complex instead of the original receptor. Thirdly, there can be mention of a part of a molecule, e.g. a binding domain or residue, which denotes a particular protein or complex, previously mentioned or inferred (Point 3 in Figure 2 ). In this case, the entity normalization requires semantic information from the entity context and from biological reference ontologies. For example, considering the information, e.g. gene locus and attribute, from Gene Ontology can support disambiguation and improve the normalization performance [35] . These challenges often cause topological mistakes in the pathway and reduce the automatic and correct interpretation of the generated network. The generation and use of proper nomenclature for the correct representation of macromolecular complexes would be an important step to solving this problem. For example, the protein complex generated by the binding of EGF to EGFR has been called EGF/ EGFR [36] or EGFÁEGFR [37] , which supports correct extraction results.
Metabolic pathways
In contrast to signalling pathways, a metabolic pathway is composed of interactions between proteins as well as proteins and small molecules such as chemicals and enzymes, and possibly small molecules only. Chemical substances are denoted according to the standard nomenclature produced by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). Organic compounds and inorganic compounds have their own nomenclature systems, respectively. The Chemical Abstract Service developed a scheme to index chemical substances and assigned each chemical substance an identifier known as CAS registry number. This improved nomenclature eases the recognition of reactants and the identification of products of a reaction. It is useful for interconnecting extracted events into a network (refer section 'Event interconnection'). Nevertheless, the recognition of chemical entities by TM systems is not as advanced as the recognition of protein and gene names, which has been at the heart of challenges and shared tasks in biological TM [15, 24, 38] . This is an additional complication to the ones mentioned above for the extraction of signalling pathways. Moreover, enzymes in the case of metabolic pathway extraction rarely appear in the same passage, let alone the same sentence [39] .
The coverage of signalling and metabolic pathways in the BioModels database
To measure the distribution of interactions linked to signalling pathways in contrast to metabolic pathways, and to investigate the challenges posed to TM by the available data, we evaluated BioModels database (BMDB) against TM results on the basis of entity recognition and interaction identification. A generic TM system that maximizes recall using co-occurrences at the level of the abstract has been used. BMDB has been chosen for this experiment because (i) it is a standard resource for networks covering signal transduction and metabolic pathways; (ii) all networks are encoded in a standardized and machine-readable format; (iii) its networks represent biological processes in a species-independent way; (iv) each network has been manually curated A is text describing signal transduction stimulated by Decorin (From PubMed ID:10209155). The first sentence describes an event of Decorin binding EGFR. The second sentence says that PLCg1 binds multi-protein complex Decorin_EGFR, which was generated by the binding event of the first sentence. In the third sentence, SHIP2 binds another new complex, which was generated in the second sentence. The diagram of the pathway snippet is visualized in (B). The three challenges are (i) anaphoric coreference: in this example, we have a classic case of pronominal anaphora. (ii) part-for-whole metonymy (part-for-whole metonymy: part of an entity is used to refer to the whole entity) (synecdoche) [32] : the EGFR protein is used as a metonym for the entire protein complex resulting from the binding of Decorin and EGFR. (iii) predicative metonymy (predicative metonymy: an association is made between a source and target word based on concomitance. It consists in conveniently making-way of a predicate for a non-standard, but related, argument) [33] : in this example 'Src homology (SH)3 and SH2 domains' are the binding sites of the protein complex which has resulted from the binding of Decorin_EGFR and PLCg1. We assume that binding events take protein or protein complexes as their arguments and have a site as a modifier. Thus, in 'SHIP2 is capable of binding to Src homology (SH)3 and SH2 domains', the binding sites are used in place of the protein complex which is the target of the binding event.
according to guidelines [40] , on the basis of each individual corresponding publication, to assure the network fully and faithfully represents the reactions described in the publication.
A corpus has been generated by tagging protein and chemical entities in the whole of MEDLINE. The tagging used the Whatizit pipeline [41] and is based on two dictionaries compiled from UniProt [42] and ChEBI [43] . Firstly, models are grouped into five types (the left chart in Figure 3 ). The first three types are decided based on the entity type, when a model either contains proteins only (protein network), or contains chemicals only (chemical network), or has both of them (protein^chemical network). Then, by using annotations in the models, the models are selected and put into two groups: signal transduction pathways (GO:0007165), and metabolic process pathways (GO:0008152). The reactions in BMDB were identified in the corpus by checking co-occurrences of all reactants. If all reactants of a reaction occur in the same abstract, then the assumption is that the reaction can be recovered from the abstract using TM. By this method, fewer chemical entities in BMDB are found in MEDLINE compared with proteins. Twenty-nine per cent of the chemical reactions from BMDB are found in MEDLINE in comparison with 42% of the PPI. Twenty-eight per cent of the reactions between proteins and chemicals are assumed to be recoverable and 29% for chemical reactions. For signal transduction models, 58% of entities could be retrieved and 23% of reactions. The results for metabolic process models are 52% and 19%, respectively. To investigate the trends in the scientific literature regarding biological networks, the signal transduction pathway and metabolic process pathway models are chronologically measured (the right chart in Figure 3 ). Pathways are classified into four groups: before 1996, 1996^2000, 2001^05 and 2006^12. For the pathways published before 1996, reactions are rarely found for either type. This is because there were few publications digitally available before 1996. Many of these publications' records in MEDLINE only contain the titles. For both the entities and the reactions, the rate of those found in MEDLINE became higher after 1996. In BMDB, signal transduction models for 1996^2000 (are relatively smaller) contain fewer pathways and reactions compared with the same type of models published later. However, a higher percentage of their entities were annotated, which explains why higher rates of the entities and reactions in these models are found in MEDLINE. Generally, the entities found for signal transduction are more than those for metabolic process pathways. Meanwhile, the The rates of BMDB's entities and reactions found in MEDLINE. In the left chart, the models are categorized into five types according to their entity type and network type. The five types are protein networks, chemical networks, protein^chemical networks, signal transduction and metabolic process. The line on the top denotes the distribution of entities, which have been identified in MEDLINE [44] abstracts by dictionary-based NER. The lower line measures the reactions mentioned, which could be recovered from MEDLINE by abstract-level co-occurrence. In the right chart, the signal transduction (GO:0007165) and metabolic process (GO:0008152) models are measured separately based on their publication date. The models are put into four groups: before 1996, 1996^2000, 2001^05 and 2006^12. The first bar of each cluster reflects the percentage of the signal transduction pathway entities, which have been found in MEDLINE. The second bar of each cluster is the percentage of the signal transduction pathway reactions, which could be found in MEDLINE by abstract-level co-occurrence. The third bar of each cluster is the percentage of the metabolic process entities, which could be found in MEDLINE. The fourth bar of each cluster is the percentage of the metabolic process reactions, which were found in MEDLINE by abstract-level co-occurrence.
number of metabolic pathways in the literatures is gradually increasing. However, the selection of the models in BMDB largely depends on the curators. Although it supports submission from authors, a submitted model still has to go through the curation pipeline to become publicly available. Therefore, the right chart reflects the BMDB's trend regarding biological networks rather than those in the general scientific literature.
These findings suggest that many available relations between entities may be described in full-text articles but missed by the extraction procedure. However, tables and figures are another considerable part of the article where reactions are listed and depicted, and these are currently not usually considered by TM systems. As with other resources, newly published networks are mostly based on pre-existing knowledge. A single article often only presents novel reactions or molecular attributes with respect to known networks. Therefore, TM is unlikely to be able to extract a complete network from a single article even with access to full-text. In this case, a system for automatic network extraction would need to crawl a set of publications, which are bibliographically referenced or conceptually grouped. In addition to the previous, owing to different participating entities and the numbers of their mentions in publications, PPI-constructed signalling pathways and CPI-constructed metabolic pathways need different extraction strategies.
Relation discovery and curated databases
If a molecular relation found in the scientific literature using TM is not referenced in a bioinformatics database or knowledge base, it is either judged as a false positive (TM mistake) or as an unknown relation (incomplete DB). However, such cases may point to the existence of relations, which hold the potential of new discoveries using biomedical TM. Although TM cannot and could not replace biological experiments for the discovery of biological relations, it can nevertheless provide evidence about possible molecular interactions and help hypothesize relations. In this article, we discuss two types of such relations. The first type covers relations that are explicitly mentioned in the publications, but are missing from curated databases. Explicit mentions of relations in text extracted using TM can be used to populate or enrich databases, although manual curation of the results may be required to make sure they comply with database standards.
The second type of relation is not represented as a direct interaction in the text; however, it can be inferred from other relations that are mentioned in the text, in combination with knowledge in existing knowledge resources. Another possibility is to infer such relations by means of combining text with experimental evidence or by finding tentative relations in the text, which could provide evidences for yet uninterpreted experimental findings [45] . For example, after optimizing a logical model about the responses of human cells to seven cytokines by using gene expression data, a direct link between IGF1 and Akt without PI3K's activation has been predicted [46] . The prediction questions the current understanding about the necessity of PI3K for activating Akt in the pathway of regulating glucose uptake. In fact, high-throughput data generated a large number of such predictions, and suggested that, in vitro, a protein may play more roles than what has been perceived. Although experimental evaluations covering all predictions are expensive and impractical, evidence automatically collected from the literature can support and prioritize further experiments. In the above example, this second type of relation cannot be extracted or predicted explicitly based on NLP and TM methods only. Nonetheless, such relations can be identified through statistical heuristics [47] , with the help of unsupervised machine learning methods [48] or with a combination of TM and logical inference [49] .
In addition to the above, the molecular interactions or relations currently already in the knowledge bases would strongly benefit from relation discovery for evaluation and annotation purposes. More specifically, biological database curators would like to be able to link curated data with relations in the publications, as the latter have more detail and more context illustrated in a more explicit way [50] , especially when figures are alongside. The available event extraction solutions can be implemented as software and integrated into routine biological workflows [12] .
ENTITY RECOGNITION FOR NETWORK EXTRACTION Entity-recognition approaches
Networks are represented as graphs, where entities constitute the nodes. Therefore, all network extraction methods have to perform accurate entity recognition (NER). So far there have been dictionary-based solutions or machine learning-based approaches for NER. Dictionary-based approaches usually collect names, synonyms and acronyms of entities from bioinformatics databases (e.g. UniProt, ChEBI), compile a dictionary and perform string matching against scientific texts. Following the progress in standardized semantic resources, the dictionary or lexical approach is becoming increasingly more compatible with biomedical ontologies [51, 52] . The advantage of these approaches is that they do not need to be trained and can theoretically be applied to any scientific text for recognizing NEs.
In the case of machine learning approaches, annotated corpora are required to train the entity recognition algorithms. NER is usually regarded as a sequence labelling task, as token order plays an important role in identifying NE components. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) as well as Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) have been used to address this [53] . Conditional Random Fields (CRF) is a popular machine-learning alternative to the previous for sequence labelling, often used by biomedical NER, as it combines the advantage of MEMMs in exploiting non-independent contextual features of the entity without a label bias problem [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . Another popular machine learning technique used in NER is Support Vector Machines (SVM) [59, 60] . NER by SVM follows a text classification approach, where each token is given the appropriate NE category based on the morphological characteristics of the named entity and a set of contextual features. These approaches are fast and have a high performance.
One can further distinguish NER solutions into entity mention (EM) and entity normalization (EN). EM solutions detect text components that make reference to a gene or gene product, whereas the EN solutions link the recognized entities to data entries in bioinformatics databases. The use of database information can contribute to the semantic disambiguation and homologous analysis of an entity. By crawling cross-linked resources, such as Gene Ontology or PSI-MI [61] , network extraction systems can retrieve affinitive entities and interaction patterns. The host organism is usually determined by contextual lookup. As a result, machine learning solutions, such as SVM [62] , play an essential role in EN, as they can cope well with the assembly of a large amount of features from the context of an entity as opposed to rule-based solutions. GeneTUKit [63] uses SVM and was ranked first in the BioCreAtIvE III GN task according to the Threshold Average Precision (TAP-20) measure. GNer [64] is based on a dictionary compiled from Entrez Gene [65] and BioThesaurus, which it combines with SVMs using a set of extraction rules. GNAT [35] is a hybrid system using a dictionary and CRF for EM of genes and then correlates discovered genes with corresponding species.
Chemical entities play an important role in biological networks. [66] . Entities in the corpus are IUPAC terms, trivial names, abbreviations, sum formulas and chemical family names. OSCAR [67, 68] is one of the earliest tools for identifying chemical entities and reaction types in the scientific literature. On the SCAI corpus, ChemSpot [69] , combining a dictionary and CRF trained on the IUPAC training corpus, outperformed OSCAR4's F-score by 10.8%.
Challenges, corpora and resources for NER
Challenges and competitions have been introduced to measure different NER solutions against the same benchmark so as to gain an insight into the parameters of success for different solutions. The resources created and used for the competitions, e.g. corpora, tools and performance measures, have provided a long-term benefit to the community and have helped move the field forward. Since 2004, the BioCreAtIvE initiative [70] has organized three challenges, and covered topics ranging from gene mention [22, 71] , gene normalization [70, 72] and functional annotation (FA) [73] to PPI [15] . Each approach is usually good at a particular task or aspect. By harmonizing different systems together, it has been shown that a hybrid system can outperform individual systems [71, 72] . This has lead to the notion that training on harmonized annotations can improve system performance. To this effect, the CALBC (Collaborative Annotation of a Large Biomedical Corpus) initiative attempted to harmonize contributions from the community to automatically annotate a very large corpus (1 million abstracts) [74] . It explored different harmonization methods based on the semantic groups (protein/ gene, chemical, disease and species) and each annotation solution characteristics. This initiative has also introduced the notion of a silver standard corpus, which is created from the harmonized output of different systems. In TM, a gold standard corpus (GSC) is considered essential for evaluating solutions and constitutes training data for many systems [75] [76] [77] [79] .
NER solutions rely on semantic resources, especially for EN. A number of terminological and semantic resources can potentially benefit NER systems. However, the information in the resources and their cross-linked databases have not been fully exploited for either EN or interaction extraction. Swiss-Prot [43] is a peptide sequence database, which has been widely used as a dictionary for entity recognition, but other information it contains, such as location, organism, interaction and function, has not been considered so far. Similarly, protein structure in Protein Data Bank [80] provides information such as the binding domain, which is useful for part of whole metonymy (Point 3 in Figure 2 ). Protein family databases, e.g. Pfam [81] , are useful to link a generic mention with a specific mention. The entities that constitute the essential blocks of metabolism can be linked respectively to entries in databases of chemicals [44, [82] [83] [84] [85] , enzymes [86] , metabolites [87, 88] and drugs [89] [90] [91] etc. Although TM can benefit from the information in these resources, it can also help curate and update them [50] . Research in creating links between entities (e.g. genes, phenotypes, diseases) in different knowledge resources to find evidence for disease can also benefit from TM [79, [92] [93] [94] [95] .
EVENT EXTRACTION FOR NETWORK EXTRACTION
In this review, an event represents a biochemical reaction, e.g. PPI or CPI, within a signalling pathway or a metabolic pathway (refer section 'Biological networks and text mining'). Rapid improvement of experimental methods, e.g. two-hybrid screening and mass spectrometry for PPI investigation, generated substantial publications about biochemical reactions. Co-occurrence, pattern-based and machine learning are the three dominant approaches for automated bio-event extraction by TM [96] . In the case of co-occurrence-based methods, the underlying assumption is that a pair of entities is interacting when they appear in a text unit, such as a sentence, a paragraph or an article. This approach is effective when entities concerned are ideally at the level of the same text unit. More sophisticated approaches to event extraction rely on syntactic parsing to extract grammatical relations. These grammatical relations are aligned with expert-defined information extraction templates, or characterized using machine learning algorithms.
Co-occurrence
A co-occurrence approach to event extraction is less computationally intensive, as it does not involve syntactic parsing. Precisely because of this, there is no way to detect the network directionality or even confirm that the entities are actually interacting. The systems [21, [97] [98] [99] built on it can be ran against very large corpora [41, 100]. Co-occurrence-based systems can also be combined with a set of trigger words to detect interaction types [101] . The overall number of connections between specific entities can be quantified to reveal entity clusters to represent sub-networks or detect synonyms etc. to reveal the underlying structure of a network [97, 102, 103] . For example, CoPub [102, 103] uses regular expressions to search for a term or a pair/set of terms to infer relations between co-occurring genes, drugs, pathways and diseases. The discovered relation could be a hidden relation of the first type (refer section 'Relation discovery and curated databases'), if it is novel for the curated databases. Based on an ABC principle, Frijters et al. [104] inferred that entity A interacted with C when A interacts with B and B interacts with C. The relations discovered in this way could be candidate-hidden relation of the second type (refer section 'Relation discovery and curated databases').
Although most co-occurring entities in text are not really interacting [34] , co-occurrence captures the maximum number of true positives within a given unit of text. Co-occurrence-based extraction can be used as a baseline, as it reflects the maximum recall that an extraction system can get within a text unit. Meanwhile, owing to the agility, cooccurrence can be adopted for quickly filtering articles related to particular concepts [99] . Subsequent processes, which could be more advanced but computationally intensive, such as syntactic parsing, can be run on the data filtered in this way.
Patterns, Syntactic Parsing and Machine Learning
Co-occurrence-based event extraction suffers from the problems of a bag-of-words approach, which counts the frequency of words encountered in the same context without considering grammatical relations holding between them or even word order. Entities mentioned in the same discourse unit (sentence, paragraph, abstract) are not necessarily interacting. Furthermore, the presence of a trigger word may not always correspond to an actual interaction between entities, and the problem becomes complicated when several potential trigger words appear in the same text unit. This often results in a large number of false positives, as all combinations between entities and trigger words are produced. For example, for the sentence, 'Phosphorylation of p53 disrupts Mdm2-binding', a system only identifying entities and trigger words will ignore contextual information and erroneously report that p53 binds Mdm2. In addition, common syntactic patterns such as coordination increase the number of falsepositive results. For example, in the sentence, 'Binding of hnRNP H and U2AF65 to respective G-codes and a poly-uridine tract', the two splicing factors and the two binding targets are forming alternatives, respectively, that would lead to four different pairs (hnRNP H ! G-codes, hnRNP H ! poly-uridine tract, U2AF65 ! G-codes and U2AF65 ! poly-uridine tract) when using co-occurrence analysis. To accurately acquire the relations, it is necessary to syntactically parse and analyse the sentential structure.
Syntactic parsing is the process of analysing text. It assigns parts of speech to sequential tokens and builds grammatical structure upon tokens. Thus, event extraction systems can determine the existence and attributes of an interaction based on the syntactic characteristics. Shallow parsing, sometimes called chunking, only identifies the sentence constituents, e.g. noun phrase, verb etc. It does not aim to analyse the grammatical relations between the constituents. By contrast, deep parsing is able to tackle grammatical relations and allow the consideration of semantic relations between constituents [105, 106] , as it constructs a more detailed structure based on syntactic grammars. There are many parsers that correspond to different grammars and schools of thought. Among them, dependency parsing and head-driven phrase structure parsing are two popular approaches. Dependency parsers generate links between words, where one is the head and the other the dependent, whereas phrase structure parsing organizes syntax into nested structures, usually syntactic trees. It is possible to generate dependencies from both types of parsers [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] while the former have a clear appeal for applications which require grammatical relations, such as event extraction.
Pattern-based systems traverse the extracted syntactic structures and align them with a set of patterns to spot syntactic characteristics of interactions. These patterns are either produced by domain experts or can be obtained automatically from the text. They are usually implemented as regular expressions or as templates that include part-of-speech (POS) information [113] . Patterns also can be derived automatically from a corpus, using machine-learning, based on a small set of patterns, being collected from sentences with similar characters of POS and/or grammatical relations [114] [115] [116] . In either case, the patterns model the characteristic language structure used in the domain and the corpus in question [117] , therefore, the approach can achieve high precision [118] [119] [120] [121] . Temkin and Gilder [122] created a set of patterns to extract CPIs by interpreting the output from a context-free grammar (CFG) parser. The interpretation of the type of interaction can vary significantly depending on the context. Thus, contextual information, such as entity types, should be taken into account for determining event types. For example, 'a phosphate group attaches on a protein' is an event of type phosphorylation if the argument 'phosphate group' is considered, rather than an event of Binding, which could be triggered by the verb 'attach'. For this reason, machine learning approaches have become popular, as they statistically capture the characteristics of context and arguments relating to syntactic structures.
Machine learning approaches, when analysing grammatical relations obtained from parsing, can adopt different strategies, as they focus on different aspects of the syntactic structure. There is a trend in combining different parsers so as to make the most of the syntactic structure [123, 124] . The challenges [15, 24, 38] that have taken place in the last few years have produced valuable resources and analyses for the bio-TM community, and at the same time have provided standards for event extraction. In BioNLP'11 [24] , the extraction of an event can be achieved by checking three aspects: event triggers, argument linking and argument grouping. Some approaches extract triggers, arguments of simple events and arguments of complex events in three separate stages [125, 126] . More recently, models for joint extraction of event triggers and arguments have been proposed [127] [128] [129] [130] . McClosky etal. [130] transforms candidate events, which consist of preliminarily recognized triggers and arguments, and their arguments into dependency trees. Subsequently, it uses a re-ranking dependency parser, which was modified from the MSTParser [131, 132] , to parse the event tree.
Variants of event expression in human language always exceed what a single training annotated source can cover, regardless of its size. To intelligently adapt themselves to arbitrary resources, event extraction systems [129, 133, 134] have used domain-adaptation strategies to get supplementary information from unannotated data when training their models.
The role of coreference resolution and discourse
Interactions and events may be expressed or denoted in several mostly consecutive sentences. Limiting the unit of event extraction to the sentence level reduces system recall, and this is an issue that current systems for event extraction are beginning to address. Entity coreference resolution aims to link together mentions of the same entity across different discourse units (usually sentences) [135] . Event coreference is also beginning to receive attention, as it caters for the relation between verbs pointing to the same event or entities referring to events. It is expected that entity coreference and event coreference can assist each other [136] .
The use of coreference resolution is vital in improving coverage in network extraction, as it can allow interlinking events in the network ('Network construction'). Figure 4 shows four typical cases of coreference in the biomedical literature. The pronoun It in sentence A makes reference to epidermal growth factor receptor from the previous sentence. This is a classic case of anaphoric coreference. In sentence B, The complex is a metonymic reference to the multi-protein complex created during the binding event of the previous sentence. Semantic interpretation is required to infer the existence of this multiprotein entity, so that it can be linked to the complex (see also the examples in Figure 2) . In sentence C, we have an instance of coreference between an entity and an entire event; i.e. The association refers to the binding event of the preceding sentence. Finally, in the example sentence D, the two event triggers combine and bind represent synonyms and constitute an example of event coreference.
The BioNLP Shared Task series focus on biomolecular events in scientific literature. They consist of event extraction tasks along with other tasks, which bear the imprint of the trend from core event extraction [38] to coreference [119] and pathway curation [28] (see BioNLP detail in 'Challenges and corpora for event extraction'). As it was shown that lack of coreference resolution significantly hindered the event extraction performance [38] , BioNLP'11 [24] organized a supporting task of identifying coreferential relations between proteins/genes. With all participating systems favouring precision [119] , the best performing solution [137] , a modified system from Reconcile [138] based on supervised machine learning, obtained 73.7% precision with 22.2% recall (F-score 34.1%).
Available systems for biomedical coreference resolution focus on the correspondence between entities and their various expressions in text (A and B in Figure 4 ), but little attention has been placed on coreference that involves mentions of events (C and D in Figure 4 ). There have been both rule-based [133, 139, 140] , machine learning [141, 142] and hybrid approaches [136] to coreference. Miwa et al. [133] analysed anaphoric coreferences with the help of a set of manually created rules that have been determined through parsing the Protein Coreference (COREF) task training data from BioNLP'11. This solution achieved slightly lower precision (69.8%) than the best system when being evaluated against the BioNLP'11 corpus. Its improved recall (53.5%) led to a high F-score performance (60.5%). Yoshikawa et al. [141] extracted events between frequently mentioned entities, then inferred the coreferential relations based on transitivity. It tested two coreference-based models: a pipeline based on SVM classifiers, and a joint Markov Logic Network (MLN). In the evaluation against the BioNLP'09 event extraction corpus, both models achieved better performance when applying coreference resolution in comparison with other systems. Although many systems classify pairwise coreference independently from entity mention detection, Song et al. [142] proposed a joint learning model with Markov logic, which combined both processes and outperformed other machine learning systems in the CoNLL-2011 shared task [143] . The best overall performance at the CoNLL-2011 shared task was by a rule-based system, the Stanford multi-pass sieve [140] , which is a collection of deterministic rules incorporating lexical, syntactic, semantic and discourse information. Lee et al. [136] take this work further by addressing coreferential relations between both entities and events (see an example of the latter in Sentence D in Figure 4 ) simultaneously. They first cluster documents, then extract mentions of both noun and verb phrases within the same document cluster and treat each mention as a singleton cluster. After the application of rule-based filters for entity resolution from [140] , they iteratively merge singleton clusters, and a linear regressor, trained on gold coreference labels, indicates the best merge at each stage. Finally, another component from [140] is used to resolve pronominal coreference.
Challenges and corpora for event extraction
BioCreAtIvE is one of the challenges that have been well recognized and supported by the TM community. Besides the gene mention and gene normalization tasks, BioCreAtIvE has also benchmarked the functional annotation of gene products (BioCreAtIvE I, task 2) including the identification of the biological role of molecules. The subsequent BioCreAtIvE II protein-protein interaction task [15] organized by IntAct [144] , a molecular interaction database, and MINT [145] , an experimentally verified protein-protein interaction database, contained four sub-tasks. These include Protein Interaction Article Sub-task 1 (IAS), Protein Interaction Pairs Sub-task 2 (IPS), Protein Interaction Sentences Sub-task 3 (ISS) and Protein Interaction Method Sub-task 4 (IMS). IAS tests a system's accuracy to spot articles containing PPI descriptions, while IPS assesses the system's ability to extract mentioned PPI in an article. ISS further evaluates whether the system is able to pull all related sentences for a specified PPI pair. To complement the output pairs from systems in ISS with interaction type, IMS was designed to test whether a system can extract description from text for a given interaction type. In 2009, BioCreAtIvE III's PPI task mainly focused on the detection of relevant articles and linking articles to experimental methods.
BioNLP'09 [38] consisted of three challenges: Core event extraction (GE), Event enrichment and Negation and speculation recognition. BioNLP'11 [24] retained GE as the main task, which covered interactions of gene and gene products including Gene expression, Transcription, Protein catabolism, Figure 4 : Examples of anaphoric coreference. The arch in (A) links the pronoun, it, with the noun phrase, The epidermal growth factor receptor, in the preceding sentence. The example in (B) cannot be resolved by syntactic approaches to anaphora resolution. The complex is a metonymic reference to the multi-protein complex created during the binding event of the previous sentence. Semantic interpretation is required to infer the existence of this multi-protein entity, so that it can be linked to the complex (see also the examples in Figure 2) . In (C), The association does not refer to a previous mention of an entity or a product of an event. It refers to the previous event in its entirety, namely, EGF binds EGFR. In (D), the second event, combines with, refers to the previous event, signalled by the trigger bind.
Phosphorylation, Localization, Binding, Regulation, Positive regulation and Negative regulation. BioNLP'11 added another three main tasks: Epigenetics and Post-translational Modifications (EPI), Infectious Diseases (ID), and Bacteria Track (BB and BI). Except for the main tasks, BioNLP'11 offered three supporting tasks, which are coreference (CO), entity relations (REL) and gene renaming (REN). REL was for the detection of relations between an entity and its related entity, e.g. a protein and the produced multi-protein complex. The related entities could be metonyms of a protein domain or multi-protein complex. Associating them with entities is helpful for identifying reacting entities and product entities, so as to extract the correct topology and reaction order of a network (refer section 'Event interconnection'). REN concerned the detection of bacteria gene homonymies and synonymies. BioNLP'11 corpus included additional five full-text articles to the BioNLP'09 dataset. The recently announced BioNLP'13 [28] consists of six tasks. The GE (Genia event extraction) task aims to construct a knowledge base by combining TM and semantic web technologies, which also demands systems to be able to tackle co-reference. CG (Cancer Genetics) concerns the oncological events in biomedical literature. PC (Pathway Curation) tries to investigate the current TM capability for achieving 'automatic pathway extraction', and the potential to apply current event extraction solutions for pathway curation. GRO (Corpus Annotation with Gene Regulation Ontology) provides a corpus to be annotated with the Gene Regulation Ontology to tackle the problems existing in semantic search. GRN (Gene Regulation Network in Bacteria) attempts to evaluate the applicability of TM in bacterial gene regulation network extraction. BB (Bacteria Biotopes) identifies the natural location of bacteria. In summary, BioNLP tasks are moving from fundamental event extraction to providing support for systematic analysis of biological networks.
Another widely used biomedical corpus is the AIMed corpus, which consists of 225 abstracts, within which 25 are not directly describing specific interactions. With more and more available corpora, work on comparing them [146] and work on performing cross-corpora evaluation has gained appreciation, as each corpus has its own emphasis and systems trained on one corpus may not necessarily port well to a different one.
The databases of molecular interactions [144, 147, 148] cross-reference database entries with corresponding publications. Corpora for specific topics can be generated based on thematic clusters of publication. The semantic resources or ontologies of molecular interactions [61, 145, [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] provide substantial meta-data, in which verbs could potentially populate trigger sets, and interaction types are useful for determining or ranking an extracted relation, for example, insulin can never be involved with an interaction within a cell.
Each corpus, as discussed above, has been designed for a particular task, e.g. PPI. Evaluation against these corpora gives an indication of the capability of a TM system to address the particular task in question. However, good performance on one corpus does not automatically guarantee the same level of performance on other corpora. A system, trained on a specific corpus in the context of a different corpus, needs to consider running a domain adaptation task [155] . Another important consideration is that many systems are designed for or trained on scientific abstracts, which does not guarantee equivalent performance on full articles. Indeed, abstracts contain condensed information, but it is the case that most detailed bio-events and information pertaining to networks is found in the body of the articles, which also contains more noise [156] . Several approaches have combined filters to restrict the types of relations and the location of events to consider for extraction [157, 158] . Zoning of scientific articles in the life sciences such as in the case of [31] could also provide a means of filtering and reducing the noise in full articles for the purpose of event extraction.
NETWORK CONSTRUCTION
Extracted events can reflect a molecule's relationship with the ones it is interacting with. However, such interactions have to be reviewed in the context of a network to understand their role in a biological process. A network needs to be topologically accurate with consecutive interactions.
Event interconnection
Although TM so far has been focusing on event extraction, the potential use of TM in event interconnection is slowly emerging through the notion of event coreference [136, 142] . Slowly but steadily TM is moving from event extraction to network extraction, climbing up the pyramid in Figure 1 .
Intuitively, events could be connected together based on common entities. However, solely depending on the common entities would require flawless entity coreference and normalization. Apart from the diversity of entity names, for example, it is not uncommon that a generic term is used as a metonymy of another mentioned term, e.g. glucose versus alpha-D-glucose. In this case, entities can be heuristically merged according to semantic similarity. This method is also effective for merging similar reactions [136, 142, 143, 159] .
In BioNLP [24, 38] , an event could appear as a Theme or a Cause of another event. This reflects the succession and recursion of a biological process. Some approaches statistically link co-referring events together. FAUN (Feature Annotation Using Nonnegative matrix factorization) [48] extracts gene term features and constructs them into a matrix. By using different features and weighing each term, the authors treat it as a clustering problem of functionally related genes, addressed by matrix factorization with non-negative normalization (NNMF) in FAUN. Bio-LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation) extracted 13 338 terms for compound, gene, drug, disease, pathways and side effects. Relationships between concepts were hypothesized based on a LDA model [47] .
An important aspect of bio-events that causes the problem for entity identification and coreference, and subsequently network extraction, is the fact that many entities (products) resulting from a particular biochemical reaction are omitted or implied in the text and only later referred to, usually by referential metonymy. For example, an issue resulting from this is the difficulty in recognizing multi-protein complexes (refer section 'Signalling pathways'), which are not specifically named or introduced in the text (e.g. during a binding event) and may be referred to using the name of the proteins they contain. These also point to weaknesses in the usage of the nomenclature, especially for multi-protein complexes, as generated complexes are functionally different entities, but are referred to by the name of the receptor protein. By contrast, products of chemical reactions are unambiguously named. Without properly identifying or inferring the products of biochemical reactions, the generated incomplete network cannot faithfully reflect the mechanism of a pathway, and molecular roles in the pathway.
Systems for network extraction
To our knowledge, few systems have the capability to extract networks of signalling and metabolic pathways from the literature. Some systems extract related events based on specific entities and connect the events into a network on the basis of common entities [101, 103] . Molecular interactions can be catered for by this kind of system, but the sequence of interactions remain relatively unclear. PathwayFinder [18] extracts pathways with the help of user intervention. During extraction, it provides an interface through which a user can influence the result of NER and modify syntactic patterns. GENIES [17] is the only system that is reported to automatically extract a pathway from a full-text article. It uses a grammar consisting of semantic patterns interleaved with syntactic and semantic constraints to identify relevant relationships and to specify target outputs.
Here, we review the systems using state-of-the-art TM (Table 1) , which are designed to collect evidence of molecular interactions or networks to support biologists in routine curation tasks.
Challenges in network extraction evaluation
Evaluation of network extraction is much more complex than that of event extraction. In the case of network extraction from a single article, one can observe that reactions relevant to the network are scattered across the entire text. The article may also contain redundant mentions of interactions, ambiguous syntactic structures and interactions that make sense from a linguistic point of view but do not bear any significant biological knowledge. For example, in the sentence 'D-ribose, creatine and calcium are combined with vitamin D as a health', 'combined with' means that the manufacturer mixed them in one intake to provide general healthy support. Without semantic disambiguition, the previous can be interpreted as a binding event between organic compounds and other nutrient. A network would need to be synthesized from individual interlinked events. This is even more important in the case of network extraction from a set of articles. Filtering and paper zoning, mentioned in section 'Challenges and corpora for event extraction', could help in locating the events to be synthesized into a network.
So far, no gold standard corpus exists for the evaluation of network extraction solutions. Systems have been assessed individually and independently, Pair-wise search by rules on shallow parsed (CASS) MEDLINE to discover entity interactions. It was used for collecting evidences for studying geneĉ ancer association [161, 162] . It only provides three types of relationsçposi-tive, negative and neutral.
Free-access at http://www.chilibot.net/ EBIMed a Extracts related protein/gene and their interactions from MEDLINE based on co-occurrence [163] . It has been integrated into the Whatizit pipeline, and used for constructing disease knowledge base [164] . It is limited to its pre-processed documents.
Free-access at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Rebholzsrv/ebimed
Extracts biomedical events based on syntactic analysis by machine learning [125] . The new version includes a rule-based coreference detection component. A modified version was used for extracting exhaustive protein modification event [165] . It was recently used to support scientific discourse annotation [166] . Public service website only has a demonstration with limited usage allowance ($100 requests daily). and according to different benchmarks. The closest one can get to a gold standard at the moment is to extract networks from a set of articles, which have been manually linked to biological entities in a curated database. The extracted entities and reactions can then be cross-evaluated against entries in the curated databases. Some interaction databases contain manually curated networks and have the potential to support related work in TM. For example, each reaction network in BMDB is linked to a single publication. As a molecular interaction database, IntAct [144] provides a corpus [177] with sentential evidence of interactions along with publication identifiers and IntAct accession numbers.
It should be noted that the pathway curation task (PC) recently proposed by BioNLP'13 [28] is still an event extraction task, involving entities and relations encountered in biological pathways. Evaluation in this case follows the same guidelines as previous event extraction tasks. Owing to information sparsity and technology limitations, events extracted by current systems are far from being complete bio-events, which would include not only reactants, but also products, even catalyst. These obligatory parts of bio-event may need inference, but are necessary for interconnecting events, which reflects the sequence of reactions in the biological pathway and is more informative for pathway curation.
CONCLUSION
The study of molecular role and function is key to revealing causative mechanisms of disease. Such investigations frequently depend on distinguishing the interactions involved into pathways. These pathways are often represented as qualitative logical models. In living organisms, the interaction between molecules is not simply an on/off relation, which calls for the determination of experimental conditions and parameters in these network models. Such quantitative modelling provides a more realistic depiction of the interaction networks in complicated vital processes. In this article, we have reviewed the process of network extraction using TM techniques, from entity recognition to event and network extraction. There has been less emphasis on the quantitative aspect, which can be beyond NLP-based TM, as it requires the extraction of information from tables, figures and equations.
We have considered two types of networks, signalling pathways and metabolic pathways. Although in principle the mechanism of network extraction is the same (entity recognition followed by event extraction and subsequently event interconnection), in practice there are different challenges, as entity recognition has focused on proteins and genes and has not reached the same level of maturity for entities such as chemicals and enzymes, which feature in metabolic pathways. A study of the distribution of reactions from BMDB in the literature has also shown a disproportionate relative coverage of these networks within the literature itself, with more information available for signalling pathways.
Even for signalling pathways, NER faces a number of challenges. These issues also have significant impact on entity coreference resolution. Better handling of multi-word expressions and co-ordination structures would improve NER. Another important issue is that of incomplete nomenclature; many protein complexes are metonymically referenced by the name of the protein they contain. Also, proteins may be referred to by means of their nucleotide residues. This leads to incorrect entity normalization. Strict naming for such protein and protein complexes would alleviate this problem and reduce instances of referential metonymy. This generally benefits protein-related molecular biology research rather than TM only, because protein and interaction database can unambiguously annotate entities, and support automated analysis upon the databases [178] . Another problem is the incompleteness of existing data resources, which makes it difficult to normalize to the appropriate concepts that entities refer to. Furthermore, there is the recognition of the products of a biochemical reaction, which are often not explicitly mentioned in the context of the reaction, but are rather implied and referenced later in the text. This phenomenon is also especially problematic for entity coreference and subsequent interlinking of extracted events.
Event extraction involves the recognition of particular event types/relations and their participants. There is only a limited number of relations considered at the moment and this reflects a gap in the available knowledge resources and corpus annotations. Moreover, a major challenge in event extraction is the resolution of complex and embedded events, spanning more than a single sentence, which requires access to long-range dependencies within the discourse. State of the art systems for event extraction are beginning to make the resolution of complex events possible via joint models for recognition of triggers of event types and event arguments, which also take into account the dependency paths. Both entity and event coreference resolution are also becoming aspects of current event extraction systems and more effort needs to be focused in this direction, especially in the case of verb coreference, which can help solve complex cases of entity coreference and determine the directionality and polarity of an extracted relation.
It is important to make use of the large amount of experimental data to help the analysis of molecular interactions and pathways. Combining such information with evidence from the literature and using the literature to update and even create useful models of reactions in knowledge resources is key for this process. We argue that a number of factors need to be combined to facilitate the extraction of such information from the literature. Some of these rely on improving TM technologies such as coreference. However, it is equally important to widen the use of existing ontological and database resources so that entities found in literature can be normalized. To this end, it is important to extend such knowledge resources to obtain a better coverage of the scientific literature.
Key Points
To collect informative evidence and support the discovery of hidden relations for disease and pharmaceutical research, biomedical TM is required to address network extraction and quantitative model extraction, which can be distinguished into six separate phases: entity mention, entity normalization, relation extraction, event extraction, qualitative model extraction and finally quantitative model extraction. The characteristics of different biological networks, e.g. signalling pathways and metabolic pathways, necessitate adjustments in various aspects of existingTM solutions. Currently, many TM researchers focus on bio-event extraction, and many systems use syntactic parsing to obtain linguistic patterns as well as machine learning in their approaches. Systems using joint models of learning, which address more than one task at the same time show promise and are gaining popularity. To achieve network extraction from the literature, TM researchers face challenges in entity normalization, referential metonymy, coreference and event interconnection. Although some of these can be addressed with advances inTM technologies, stricter naming conventions on the part of experts and more complete knowledge resources would be of significant benefit.
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